How much I have missed you
and how often my heart wishes how you had been wounded, I cannot tell you how for you may imagine how glad I was to get these last little mementos in your
letter from which I can guess your whole
life and being, though you both far from
my opinion courses but I thank you and
have been over off him where he live for
unanswerably wild, always changeable and very
unhealthy winter. never had the doctors
me to do and never more since doctors ill. He
had one share of illness, principally in the
long nervous fever which kept him out
of school for three months and most
Incredibly prevented from making his Nettleton crossing which was a great disappointment to him but his money made us all so happy that we did not care about it. There has been no talk yet but we have had some little parties at home and yesterday a long one at which our young friends and some of their young friends acted in a little tableau, arranged by the Miss Fishers, and they were not bad though they were not brilliant. Poor Mrs. May and her daughter, Miss May, who has left the Low Milton, is now an officer in England and has become an actress. Scotland and Ireland were represented. The Miss Hamilton and Smith. Mary and the Miss MacNeil and very well the old lady. How I longed for you and found of course John was very well.
My husband lately lived with her and her two
sons in their house, and heard she was
living in Paris. The situation in Berlin is
getting worse and more intense, and parties
are breaking up into separate circles all having
different opinions, and all going too far. How
this is to end nobody knows! Luckily there
are state of affairs more before excited and
is likely to continue for some time until
there is some sort of settlement on either
side of the Rhine.

Are you learning Italian?

If you meet Mr. Charles Roemer you give
my kindness regards. More than twenty years
go I have a number of persons in Rome
when they may be in this world or
the here. I don’t know but I cannot expect
them to remember me. If you meet a Marchesa
Guanini, Marchese Della Scala, or a Marchese
Guanini del Buffals, remember Dick Clark Green to
them.